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M EM ORANDUM  OPINION

Hon. Glen E. Conzad
Chief United States District JudgeM ETHOD PHARM ACEUTICALS, LLC, et a1.,

Defendants.

In the instant action, Concordia Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ticoncordia'') asserts claims under

the Lanham Act and Virginia law against M ethod Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and M atthew Scott Tucker

(collectively, çlMethod'). Concordia has moved for sllmmary judgment on three of its clai.ms,

and Method has moved for sllmmary judjment as to all claims. The court held a heming on the

1 F the following reasons
, Concordia's motion will be denied andmotions on M azch 3, 2016. or

M ethod's motion will be granted in part and denied in part.

summarv of the Facts

Plaintiff Concordia and the Donnatal@ Product Line

Concordia is an international company incoporated under the laws of Barbados, which

markets, sells, and distributes phannaceutical products. On March 20, 2014, èoncordia

nnnotmced that it had entered into an agreement to acquire the Dormatal@ line of products

(tronnatal'') from former plaintiff PBM Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (ç$PBM''). Concordia completed

the acquisition in M ay of 2014.

1 During the M arch 3, 2016 hearing, the court also heard oral argument on the parties' motions to
exclude expert witnesses. Those motions will be addressed in a separate memorandum opinion.
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Donnatal is a line of combination phenobarbital and belladonna alkaloid ($TBA'') products

that is used as adjtmctive therapy in the treatment of initable bowel syndrome and acute

enterocolitis. Dozmatal is available in two fonnulations: immediate-release tablets and

2 The tablets and elixir are available by prescription only
.fast-acting elixir.

Donnatal products have a unique regulatory history and status. Donnatal was ûrst

introduced in the 1930s by A.H. Robins Company. In 1962, Congress nmended the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act (CTDCA'') to require drug matmfacttlrers to prove that new dnzgs are safe

and effective for their labeled indications in order to obtain approval by the Food and Dnzg

Administration CTDA''). The nmendment also required the FDA to conduct a retrospective

evaluation of dnzgs that had previously been approved under the FDCA between its enactment in

1938 and 1962. Donnatal was one yf more than 3,400 dnzgs affected by the amendment.

In the 1970s, the FDA began a process of evaluating the safety and efficacy of PBA

products tmder the Drug Efficacy Study hnplementation (çGDES1'') review program. On Jtme 20,

1978, the FDA required any dnlgs that were involved in the review process to obtain an approved

New Drug Application (C&NDA'') or Abbreviated New Drug Application (CWNDA'') to remain on

the market. On December 30, 1980, A.H. Robins, PBM 'S predecessor-in-interest, obtained

conditional approval ANDAS for its Donnatal tablets and elixir. Drugs naanufachaed under such

a conditionally approved ANDA can be legally marketed tmtil the FDA resolves questions

regarding the drugs' effectiveness under the FDCA. At this time, although the FDA has

concluded that the Donnatal products are safe, it has has yet to determine their effectiveness.

2 Another formulation, Domaatal Extentabs, was discontinued by PBM and is not being marketed by
Concordia.
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For over thirty years, Dormatal faced competition from generic PBA products that were

phnrmaceutically equivalent to Dormatal. Beginning in August of 201 1, marmfactm ers of the

3 O the inventories of previouslygeneric versions began to take their products off the market
. nce

manufacttlred genedc products were eliminated, Dozmatal was the only line of PBA products

available for prescription.

In order to enter the PBA product market, Concordia purchased the rights to make and sell

Donnatal from PBM . Concordia completed the acquisition of the Dormatal product line on M ay

15, 2014. The Asset Purchase Agreement between PBM  and Concordia transferred a variety of

assets, including the conditionally-approved ANDAS for Dormatal.

II. Defendant M ethod and its Efforts to Develop and M arket M e-PB-Hvos

Defendant M ethod is a wholesale dnzg distribution company based in Arlington, Texas.

The company was founded by Defendant Tucker in November of 2012. Tucker is also the

company's president. Prior to starting M ethod, Tucker worked for a company that marmfactlzred

a product called Re-PB-Hyos, which contained the snme active ingredients as Donnatal.

In the summer of 2013, M ethod decided to look for a contract manufacturer for a new

product that would be pharmaceutically equivalent to Donnatal. The new product was eventually

named Me-PB-Hyos. Method contacted Winder Laboratories, LLC (<ïWinder''), a Georgia

company that had previously developed another product for M ethod. In December of 2013,

M ethod issued four purchase orders to W inder for the development of M e-PB-Hyos, including a

ptzrchase order for stability tests. Around the same time,W inder and M ethod discussed

3 i tains that the manufacmrers of genericThe parties dispute why this occurred
. Concordia ma n

versions of Donnatal products either voluntarily withdrew or were forced off the market by the FDA, while
Method contends that PBM  forced its competitors off the market. Ultimately, this dispute is not material to the
disposition of the parties' motions.



manufacturing an irlitial order for three commercial batches of the product. W inder and M ethod

also agreed on the price that W inder would charge for supplying M e-PB-Hyos.

In M arch of 2014, Method used publicly-available copies of the Donnatal product labels

and package inserts as templates for its M e-pB-l-lyos labels and inserts. Tucker forwarded copies

of the Donnatal labels to Platinum Press, a healthcare packaging company, 'and asked that the

company change the nnme of the product to Me-PB-Hyos and the nnme of the diszbutor to

Method Phnrmaceuticals, LLC. After making a series of additional revisions requested by

Tucker, Platintlm Press sent Tucker proofs of the requested Me-/B-l-lyos labels on March 24,

2014.

Method subsequently listed the Me-pB-Hyos products with two phnrmaceutical industry

databases, Medi-span and First Databnnk (collectively, theSldatabases'). According to the

plaintiff s evidence, the databases are used nationwide by market participants throughout the

phnrmaceutical industry, including dnlg manufacturers, wholesalers, third-party payors,

pharmacies, and phannacists, to evaluate medications that are currently available on the market or

will soon be available. The databases are also used to detennine whether generic substitutes are

available for brand name products.

On M arch 31, 2014, Chris Boone, M ethod's vice president of operations, fom arded the

M e-pB-llyos label proofs prepared by Platinllm Pressy.along with new product submission fonus,

to M edi-span. On or about April 1, 2014, Method's M e-pB-l-lyos products were listed in the

Medi-span database. Based on the infonnation provided by M ethod, the M e-pB-Hyos products

were assigned the same Generic Product Identiser C&GP1'') as Donnatal. The marketing start date
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for the M e-pB-l-lyos products was listed as June 1, 2014, and the marketing category was listed as

Sçunapproved drug other.'' Defs.' Statement of Undisputed Matedal Facts (CGSUMF'')' Ex. K.

On April 14, 2014, PBM , Concordia's predecessor-in-interest, contacted M edi-span and

advised that tdM edi-span's published listings of M e-pB-llyos Oral Elixir and Me-pB-l-lyos Oral

Tablets are inaccurate, could cause hnrm to patients, and could expose (Medi-span) to legal

liability for dnmages.'' Defs.' SUM F Ex. J. PBM requested that M edi-span delist the

Me-pB-Hyos products immqdiately.

That same day, a representative of M edi-span contacted Boone and inquired as to whether

6+0th M e-pB-l-lyos products are available for patient use, at this time.'' P1.'s SUM F Ex. 5. In

response, Boone advised the M edi-span representative that the products were iinot currently

availabley'' and that M ethod hoped to have more information the following week as to when it

would begin shipping the products. P1.'s SUMF Ex. 6.

In addition to M edi-span, M ethod sought to have its M e-pB-l-lyos products listed in First

Databnnk's phnrmaceutical database. However, First Databnnk refused to list the M e-pB-l-lyos

products without validation from DailyM ed,a website operated by the National Library of

M edicine, which provides information regarding marketed dnlgs in the United States, including

FDA label information and package inserts. Consequently, M ethod sent the M e-pB-Hyos tablet

and elixir labels to Intagras, a company that provided DailyM ed listing services to M ethod, and

advised the company that it needed to ç&move forward with listing these products with Etheq FDA

and DailyM ed.'' Pl.'s SUM F Ex. 36.

On M ay 27, 2014, Intagras advised M ethod that it would need additional information

regarding the M e-pB-Hyos products, including the marketing category, the marketing start date, a
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description of the tablet, and the nnme of the manufacturer. ln response, Tucker sent Intagras an

email listing the marketing category for the products as Cçtmapproved drug/other''; the marketing

start date as :106/01/2014''; and the manufacturer as çiW inder Labs.'' P1.'s SUM F Ex. 18.

The M e-pB-l-lyos products were subsequently listed with DailyMed. Consistent with the

information provided by M ethod, the DailyM ed listings for the M e-pB-l-lyos tablets and elixir

listed a çdmarketing start date'' of :G06/01/2014'' and a Glmarketing category'' of ççunapproved drug

other.'' P1.'s SUM F Exs. 45 & 46. The indications and usage section of the Daily-M ed listings .

for the M e-pB-l-lyos products provided as follows:

Based on a review of this dnzg by the National Acaéemy of Sciences-National
Research' Council and/or other information, FDA has classified the following
indications as ççpossibly'' effective: For use as adjtmctive therapy in the treatment of
initable bowel syndrome (initable colon, spastic colon, mucous colitis) and acute
enterocolitis. May also be useful as adjunctive therapy in the treatment of
duodenal ulcer . . . .

J.Z The same information was contained in the product inserts for the Me-pB-l-lyos products.

On Jtme 3, 2014, M ethod resubmitted the Me-pB-l-lyos product labels to First Databrmk.

M ethod's submission listed a tGplnnned launch date'' of June 1, 2014. Pl.'s SUM F Ex. 15.

M ethod's submission was processed by First Databnnk, and the M e-pB-llyos products were listed

in the First Databnnk phannaceutical database in early Jvne 2014.

In addition to the product labels and inserts, M ethod provided pricing izlformation for the

M e-pB-Hyos products to M edi-span and First Databnnk. The listed prices for the M e-pB-l-lyos

products were lower than the listed prices for the related Donnatal products. M ethod indicated

that the pricing information was effective as of April 1, 2014.
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On September 15, 2014, after the instant action was filed, Tucker emailed W inder to

express (Gconcerns'' regarding the tTB-l-lyos Project'' Pl.'s SUMF Ex. 21. The email provided,

in pertinent part, as follows:

The litigation on this project has been going on since May and we have incun'ed
substantial legal fees. W e just entered a second rotmd of discovery from the
courts. I know that Winder hasn't started anything on this project at this time and
we are discussing intemally about the viability of the project for the long nm. We
think it might be best to bail on this project at W inder and not bring W inder into the
litigation. W ith that, we know there is raw material at your facility and
development fees that have been paid. Since nothing has been done to date, we
would like to credit the development fees against the IDA project and I will ask
Anthony to have the raw material rettr ed.

Id=

That snme day, in response to an inquiry from M edi-span regarding the stams of

M e-PB-Hyos, Boone advised M edi-span that :çM e-PB-Hyos is an actike product and will bè

available to ship by 1 1/15/14.1' Pl.'s SUMF Ex. 7. Boone also indicated that ttgtqhe pricing and

label on file are current and correct'' Pl.'s SUM F Ex. 7. In response to a follow-up email

requesting clarification of what Boone meant by Gtavailable to ship by 1 1/15/14,'' Boone replied as

follows:

The products were never launched. W itllin days of our listing with Medi-span
back in April, M ethod was sued by a competitor, PBM  Phnrmaceuticals. PBM
sought a preliminary injunction to prevent Method's latmch. The court did not
grant PBM 'S request, but did order expedited discovery, including a deposition of a
Medi-span representative. The parties werejust again before the court in the case,
which is still pending. Based on the status of the case, M ethod intends to launch in
mid-November.

L1J. In reply, Medi-span iequested that Method resubmit the National Dnlg Code (ç1NDC'')

nttmber for M e-pB-l-lyos when M ethod launched the products.
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Ultimately, M ethod never launched the M e-pB-Hyos products, and the products were not

manufacttlred by W inder or any other company.

listings for the M e-pB-l-lyos products. Arotmd the snme time, First Databnnk moved its listings

for the M e-pB-l-lyos products from active listings to archived listings.

In mid-october 2014, M edi-span removed the

111. The Effects of the Listines

After M ethod's Me-pB-Hyos products were listed with M edi-span and First Databnnk,

M e-pB-llyos was lirlked to Donnatal as an available product in the dispensing software utilized by

ltite-Aid. Additionally, information obtained f'rom Symphony Health Solution's industry

database (the lGsymphony data'') reveals that by the week ending June 13, 2014, phnrmacists had

begtm submitting claims for Me-PB-Hyos. The Symphony data also reveals instances in which

insurance coverage for Dormatal was refused following the listing of M e-PB-Hyos. On at least

one occasion, a claim for Donnatal was refused while a subsequent claim for M e-pB-l-lyos was

approved. However, because M e-pB-llyos was tmavailable at the time, the patient was switched

to different medications altogether and did not receive a prescription for Dormatal.

According to Concordia's evidence, third-party payors began placing M e-pB-Hyos on

their formularies as a generic alternative to Dormatal. In at least one case, Dormatal was actually

removed from a fonnulary with Me-pB-l-lyos listed as the preferred generic altemative.

Concordia has also proffered evidence indicating that some doctors stopped prescribing

Donnatal altogether based on the mistaken belief that it was no longer available.' For instance,

one prescriber, Colleen Nakumura, testified that 1:12 or 14 prescriptions . . . were fnlrlned down'' in

Jtme of 2014, and that she çcslowly stopped writing (prescriptions) because gshej didn't want to get
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the phone calls back'' from phnrmacies indicating that Donnatal was not available. Pl.'s SUM F

Ex. 87 at 26; Defs.' Mem . in Opp'n to Pl.'s M ot. for Sllmm. J. Ex. R at 22.

The Symphony data proffered by Concordia indicates that the total ntlmber of prescribers

who wrote prescriptions for Dormatal decreased by nearly eighteen percent in the twelve-month

period following M ethod's claimed latmch date. Likewise, weeldy prescription counts for

Dozmatal decreased after the listings for M e-pB-Hyos were posted on the prescription drug

databases. The parties dispute, however, whether the decline in the number of prescribers and

prescription counts was caused by the listings for M ethod's Me-pB-l-lyos products.

Concordia sells Donnatal to third-party wholesalers and repackagers. From January 2012

to June 2014, the prices of Donnatal products increased by 1,480%. On June 1 1, 2014, after

acquiring the rights to Donnatal from PBM , Concordia increased the prices again by 100%. It is

undisputed that Concordia's profts and profk margin for Donnatal tablets and elixir increased

after M ethod's M e-pB-l-lyos productj were listed with the databases. However, Concordia

claims that its proiks would have been even higher if M ethod had not listed the M e-pB-Hyos

products, and, thus, that it experienced lost profits as a result of the listings.

Procedural H istorv

PBM  commenced this action against defendant M ethod on Apl'il 29, 2014, asserting claims

of false advertising and unfair competition under the Lnnham Act and related claims lmder state

law. On Jtme 2, 2014, PBM filed an nmended complaint that added Concordia as a plaintiff.

The plaintiffs then nm ended their com plaint to name as additional defendants Tucker, W inder, and

Steven Pressm an, the managing m ember of W inder.
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The plaintiffs filed a third amended complaint on February 10, 2015, which constimtes the

operative complaint in the case. The third nmended complaint asserts the following claims under

federal and state law: (I) false advertising in violation of j 43(a) of the Lnnham Act; (11) unfair

competition in violation of j 43(a) of the Lnnham Act; (111) violation of the Virginia Consllmer

Protection Act; (IV) civil conspiracy in violation of Virginia common law; (V) violation of the

Virginia Business Conspiracy 'Act; (V1) unjust emichment under Virginia common law; and (V11)

tortious interference with contract or business expectancy in violation of Virgirlia common law.

M ethod sled an answer to the third nmended complaint on Febnzary 27, 2015. Tucker

filed his answer on April 2, 2015. 0n July 1, 2015, W inder and Pressman were dismissed from

the case for lack of personal jurisdiction. On July 2, 2015, PBM was dismissed from the case

upon the joint request of the parties. Accordingly, Concordia is the sole remairling plaintiff, and

M ethod and Tucker are the sole remaining defendants.

Following the completion of discovery, the parties filed cross-motions for summary

judgment. The motions have been fully briefed and are ripe for review.

Standard of Review

An award of sllmmary judgment is appropriate tiif the movant shows that there is no

genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.''

Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). In determining whether a genuine dispute of material fact exists, the court

must Gûview the facts and all justifiable inferences arising therefrom in the light most favorable to

the nonm oving party.''

SdWhen faced with cross-motipns for sllmmaryjudgment, Ecourts) consider each motion separately

on its own merits to determine whether either of the parties deserves judgment as a matter of law.''

Libertarian Party of Va. v. Judd, 718 F.3d 308, 3 13 (4th Cir. 2013).
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Bacon v. Citv of Richmond, 475 F.3d 633, 636-37 (4th Cir. 2007). SThe court must deny both

motions if it finds that there is a genuine dispute of material fact, but if there is no genuine issue

and one or the other party is entitled to prevail as a matter of law, the court will renderjudgment''

Skv Angel U.S.. LLC v. Discovery Commc'ns.. LLC, 95 F. Supp. 3d 860, 869 (D. Md. 2015)

(internal citation and quotation marks omitted).

Discussion

Concordia has moved for sllmmary judgment on its claims for false advertising, tmjust

m'i hment and tortious interference. Method has moved for summaryjudgment as to atl-cltims.e C y

The court will address each claim in ttu'n.

1.

In Count 1 of the third amended complaint, Concordia asserts a claim for false advertising

False Advertisine under the Lanham  Act

under the Lnnham Act. Section 43(a)(1)(B) of the Lnnhnm Act prohibits an individual or entity

from making a Gtfalse or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of

fact, which . . . in commercial advertising or promotion, misrepresents the nature, characteristics,

qualities, or geowaphic odgin of his or her or another person's goods, services, or commercial

activities.'' 15 U.S.C. j 1 125(a)(1)(B).

under this statute must establish that:

Thus, a plaintiff asserting a claim for false advertising

(1) the defendant made a false or misleading description of fact or representation of
fact in a commercial advertisement about his own or another's product; (2) the
misrepresentation is material, in that it is likely to influence the purchasing
decision; (3) the misrepresentation actually deceives or has the tendency to deceive
a substantial segment of its audience; (4) the defendant placed the false or
misleading statement in interstate commerce; and (5) the plaintiff has been or is
likely to be injured as a result of the misrepresentation, either by direct diversion of
sales or by a lessening of goodwill associated with its products.

Scotts Co. v. United Indus. Corp., 315 F.3d 264, 272 (4th Cir. 2002) (quoting Cashmere &



Cnmel Hair Mgs. Inst. v. Saks Fifth Ave., 284 F.3d 302, 310-11 (1st Cir. 2002)); see also PBM

Prods.. LLC v. Mead Jolmson & Co., 639 F.3d 111, 120 (4th Cir. 2011).

A. False Statem ent in a Com m ercial A dvertisem ent

The first element of a claim for false advertising under j 43(a) of the Lnnham Act requires

a plaintiff to demonstrate that the defendant made a false statement in a commercial advertisement

about its own products pr another's products. Scotls Co., 315 F.3d at 272; see also C.B. Fleet Co.

v. SmithKline Beecham Consttmer Healthcare, L.P., 131 F.3d 430, 434 (4th Cir. 1997) (ççunder

(j 43(a) of the Lanhnm Actj, both false advertising of a competitor's products and false advertising

of one's own products are actionable.''). For either type of advertisement to constitute a violation

of j 43(a), Etthe contested statement or representation must be either false on its face or, although

literally tnze, likely to mislead and to confllse consumers given the merchandising context.'' C.B.

Fleet Co., 131 F.3d at 434 (internal citation and quotation marks omitted). ççWhere the

advertisement is literally false, a violadon may be established without evidence of consumer

deception.'' PBM Prods., 638 F.3d at 120 (internal citation and quotation marks omitted).

However, isif a plaintiffs theozy of recovery is premised upon a claim of implied falsehood, a

plaintiff must demonstrate, by extrinsic evidence, that the challenged gadvertisements) tend to

mislead or confuse consum ers.'' Id.

In moving for sllmmary judgment on Concordia's false advertising claim, Method argues

h t it made no false or misleading statements regar' ding the Ve-pB-l-lyos products. ln responset a

to Method's motion, and in support of its own motion for summary judgment, Concordia argues

that the product labels, inserts, and database listings for the M e-pB-l-lyos products contained

literally false statements regarding product availability, FDA approval, phnrmaceutical
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equivalence, and price.

4tmsupported by the record.

In reply, M ethod maintains that the allegations of literal falsity are

Giln analyzing whether an advertisement is literally false, . . . a court must determine, first,

the unnmbiguous claims made by the advertisement . . . , and second, whether those claims are

false.'' Scotts Co., 315 F.3d at 274. $W  literally false message may either be explicit or

conveyed by necessary implication when, considering the advertisement in its entirety, the

audience would recognize the claim as readily as if it had been explicitly stated.'' ld. Ultimately,

tsgwlhether an advertisement is literally false is an issue of fact.'' C.B. Fleet Co., 131 F.3d at 434.

1.

Concordia first claims that M ethod

AvailabiliW of M e-pB-llvos

made literally false statements regarding the

Concordia emphasizes that M ethod identified aavailability of the M e-pB-l-lyos produds.

plnnned launch date of June 1, 2014 in its submissions to First Databnnk, and that it likewise listed

a markçting start date of Jtme 1, 2014 in its submissions to the FDA. Concordia notes that the

Jtme 1, 2014 marketing start date was then imported into the M edi-span listings for M e-pB-Hyos

tablets and elixir. Dlzring his deposition, Tucker described the Jtme 1, 2014 date as the iidate

(Method) anticipated having the product ready to be able to market . . . gorq se11.'' Pl.'s SUMF Ex.

84 at 1 16. Concordia emphasizes, however, that no M e-pB-l-lyos products were ever

4 At this stage of the proceedings, M ethod does not dispute that product labels and inserts provided to a
pharmaceutical database can constitute commercial advertising for purposes of the Lanham Act. See. e.z..
Sandoz Pharms. Corp. v. Richardson-vicks. Inc., 902 F.3d 222, 231 (3d Cir. 1990) (citing cases that support the
proposition that Sçan advertising claim is not shielded from the Lanham Act merely by appearing only on a
product's label''); Merck Eprova AG v. Brookstone Pharms.. LLC,.920 F. Supp. 2d 404, 424 (S.D.N.Y. 2013)
(holding that labels and package inserts distributed to pharmaceutical databases Ksconstitute advertising under the
Lanham Act''). Instead, Method argues that it made no literally false statements at the time it supplied the
labels, inserts, and other product information to the databases.
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marmfactured and, thus, that products could not have been available for prescription as of Jtme 1,

2014.

In response, M ethod argues that Concordia is unable to point to a single instance in which

Method claimed that its products would be commercially available as of a particular date, and that

Concordia improperly equates the date on which a product will be marketed with that on which the

product will be commercially available to the public. M ethod notes that within two weeks of its

products being listed with M edi-span, Method advised M edi-span that its M e-pB-l-lyos products

were not yet available. M ethod further argues that the mere existence of a listing for a product in

a pharmaceutical dnzg database is not a representation of current commercial availability, and that

at least one pharmaceutical industry representative deposed by Concordia testifed that it was

common to find a database listing for a product that was not yet commercially available. See

Defs.' Mem. in Opp'n to P1.'s Mot. for Summ. J. Ex. 1, Dep. of Lara Frick at 33 (ç1(11n the past I've

encountered dnzgs that were listed gin Medi-spanl that were not commercially available.'').

M ethod notes that this is cohsistent with Concordia's own pleadings, which indicate that databases

are Elused . . . to evaluate medications that are currently or will soon be on the market.'' 3d Am.

Compl. ! 30 (emphasis added).

Applying the appropriate standard of review, the court concludes that a genuine issue of

material fact exists as to whether Vethod made literally false claims regarding availability when it

listed the M e-pB-l-lyos products. Although M ethod did not expressly indicate that M e-pB-l-lyos

would be comm ercially available as of June 1, 2014, reasonable m inds could differ as to whether

such message was ttconveyed by necessary implication.'' Scotts Co., 315 F.3d at 274.
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Accordingly, a jury must decide whether Method made literally false statements regarding the

akailability of the M e-pB-l-lyos products.

2. FDA Approval

Concordia also claims that M ethod made literally false statements indicating that the

M e-pB-l-lyos products had been approved by the FDA. To support this claim, Concordia points

to the M e-pB-Hyos package inserts provided to M edi-span, First Databnnk, and DailyM ed, which

included the following section on indications and usage:

Based on a review of this drug by the National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Cotmcil and/or other information, FDA has classified the following
indications as çsposgibly'' effective: For use as adjtmctive therapy in the treatment of
initable bowel syndrome (initable colon, spastic colon, mucous colitis) and acute
enterocolotis . . . .

Pl.'s SUM F Ex. 1.

In response, M ethod argues that it never claimed that its own prdduct, M e-PB-Hyos, had

been approved by the FDA. Instead, M ethod specifkally advised the listing services that

M e-pB-Hyos had not received FDA approval. M ethod notes that before its products were ever

listed with First Databank, M ethod advised the company that the M e-pB-l-lyos products were

tmapproved. Likewise, the Medi-span listing for M e-pB-l-lyos indicated that its marketing

category was IKunapproved dnzg other.'' Defs.' SUM F Ex. K. As for the indications and usage

section of the package inserts, M ethod argues that the phrase ttthis dnzg'' encompasses a11 PBA

dnlg products identical, related, or similar to Donnatal, and that the product labels and package

inserts for other generic PBA drug products previously on the market contained similar language.

Based on the court's review of the record, the court concludes that a facttlal dispute exists

as to whether M ethod made literally false statements indicating that its M e-pB-l-lyos products had
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been approved by the FDA. Although M ethod expressly advised the listing services that its

products had not been approved by the VDA, reasonable minds could differ as to whether FDA

approval was conveyed by necessary implication as a result of the indications and usage section of

the package insehs. Accordingly, a jtu'y must decide whether Method made literally false

statements regarding FDA approval.

3. Pharm aceutical equivalence

Concordia also claims that M ethod made literally false statements indicating that the

M e-pB-Hyos products were phannaceutically equivalent to Dozmatal. Concordia emphasizes

that the product labels and package inserts provided to the listing services indicated that

Me-pB-Hyos tablets and elixir would contain the snme active ingredients in the snme amotmts aq

Donnatal tablets and elixir. Because the M e-pB-l-lyos products were not yet available at the time

the labels and inserts were submitted by M ethod, Concordia argues that M ethod had no basis for

the information contained in the labels and inserts, including the intbrmation indicating that the

M e-pB-l-lyos products were pharmaceutically equivalent to Donnatal.

In response, Method argues that the tmdisputed facts show that it intended to distribute a

product that was phnrmaceutically equivalent to Donnatal, and that it was mnking plans to do so

before those plans were halted by this lawsuit. M ethod emphasizes that both it and W inder

understood that Method intended to have W inder manufacture the phnrmaceutical equivalent of

Dormatal. Seee e.c., Defs.' SUMF. Ex. B, Winder Rule 30(b)(6) Dep. 32 (<G(Wje were contracted

to make the phnrmaceutical equivalent of Dormatal.''l; Defs.' SUMF Ex. A, Tucker Dep. 79

(indicating that Tucker told W inder that heGtwanted a product with the same ingredients as
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Dormatal''). Method argues that there is no evidence that Me-pB-l-lyos would not have been

phnnnaceutically equivalent to Donnatal, if M ethod had been able to follow through with its plr s.

After considering the parties' arguments, the court concludes that the issue of whether the

product labels and package inserts contained literally false representations of pharmaceutical

equivalence must be presented to the jury for detennination and cnnnot be decided on sllmmary

judgment. The resolution of this issue hinges, to a certain extent, on whether Method falsely

represented that the products were commercially available. If a jtlry finds that Method falsely

represented that the M e-pB-l-lyos products were commercially available when it listed the

products, then the jury could also find that the descriptions of the products' ingredients were

literally false, since the products had not yet been manufactured. If, on the other hand, ajury snds

that the listings for M ethod's products did not imply that the products were commercially

available, and merely indicated that Method intended to market a product that was

phnrmaceutically equivalent to Dozmtal, then ajtuy could also find that Method's claims regarding

the ingredients of its plnnned products were not literally false.

4.

In its final claim of literal falsity, Concordia asserts that M ethod made literally false

Pricine

statements indicating that the M e-pB-Hyos products were priced lower than the Donnatal

products. Because the M e-pB-Hyos products were not yet available at the time they were listed

with M èdi-span and First Databnnk, Concordia argues that M ethod had no basis for the pricing

information provided to the listing services.

ln response, M ethod acknowledges that the pricing inform ation provided to M edi-span

and First Databnnk indicated that the prices of M e-pB-l-lyos products would be lower than the
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prices of Donnatal products. However, M ethod argues that Concordia is tmable to cite to any

evidence demonstrating that the pricing information was false. M ethod emphasizes that it listed

the prices at which it intended to offer Me-pB-llyos products to customers, and that tçit was just

never able to acmally offer the products at the proposed pdces because Plaintiff, and this litigation,

intervened.'' Def.'s M em. in Opp'n to P1.'s M . for Sllmm. J. 25.

As was tnze with the issue of phnrmaceutical equivalence, the court is of the opinion that

the detennination of whether M ethod provided literally false pricing information hinges on

whether M ethod falsely represented that the M e-pB-l-lyos products were commercially available.

If a jlzry finds that the listings for Me-pB-l-lyos tablets and elixir falsely represented that the

products were commercially available, then the jury could find that the pricing information was

literally false, since the products did not yet exist. If, on the other hand, a jury finds that the

listings made no repmsentation of commercial availability, and merely indicated that M ethod

intended to market a product that was phannaceutically equivalent to Donntal, then thejury could

also find that M ethod's listed prices for the M e-pB-l-lyos products were not literally false.

For these reasons, the coprt concludes that genuine issues of material fact exist with respect

to whether M ethod made literally false statements regarding the M e-pB-l-lyos products.

Accordingly, neither side is entitled to summary judgment on this issue.

B. M aterialitv

M ethod also argues that, even assuming Concordia could prove that it made false

statem ents regarding the M e-pB-l-lyos products, the record establishes that any such statements

were imm aterial and, thus, that Concordia's claim for false advertising fails at the second tlem ent.

In response, Concordia argues that materiality can be preslzmed from a literally false statement,
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and that the record nonetheless demonstrates that M ethod's allegedly false ' statements were

m aterial.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has not addressed the issue of

whether materiality can be presumed when a statement is proven to be literally false. The court's
L, .

review of the caselaw reveals that there is a split in the circuits on this issue. The Fifth Circuit, as

Concordia notes in its briefs, has held that a plaintiff need not introduce evidence of materiality

when the statement of fact at issue is shown to be literally false. See Pizza Hut. lnc. v. Papa

John's Int'l. Inc., 227 F.3d 489, 497 (5th Cir. 2000); see also X-IT Prods.. LLC v. W alter Kidde

Portable Equip.. Inc., 155 F. Supp. 2d 577, 630 (E.D. Va. 2001) (citing Pizza Hut, supra, for the

proposition that a plaintiff Clmay not need to introduce evidence of materiality'' if it çEcan prove to

the satisfaction of thejury that the claims at issue are literally false''). On the other hand, the First,

Second, and Eleventh Circuits have held that even when a statement is literally false, a plaintiff

must still establish materiality.

299 F.3d 1242, 1250-51 (1 1th Cir. 2002) (recognizing the circuit splii and electing to Eçstand with

the First and Second Circuits, concluding that the plaintiff must establish materiality even when a

See Johnson & Johnson Vision Care. Inc. v. 1-800 Contacts. lnc.,

defendant's advertisement has been fotmd literally false').

At this stage of the proceedings, the court will assume, without deciding, that the Fourth

Circuit would conctlr with the position of the First, Second, and Eleventh Circuits, and hold that a

plaintiff must establish materiality even when a defendant's advertisement has been found to

contain a literally false statem ent. For the following reasons, however, the court concludes that

the evidence cited by Concordia creates a genuine dispute of fact with respect to the element of
. ''

materiality and, thus, that Method is not entitled to summaryjudgment on Cotmt 1.
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As set forth above, the materiality prong requires the plaintiff to demonstrate that the

defendants' false statemehts or representations were likely to influence purchasing decisions.

Scotts Co., 315 F.3d at 272. In this case, a reasonable jury could find that a representation of

phnrmaceutical equivalence would likely influence purchasing decisions, because it tirelates to an

inherent quality or characteristic of the product.''

Sundown. lnc. v. Penigo Co., 651 F. Supp. 20 9, 30 (E.D.N.Y. 2009) (holding that sllmmary

judgment on the issue of materialitywas unwarranted since &$a rational trier of fact could conclude

that the disputed issues relate to core ingredients and/or efficacy'); Merck Eprova AG v. Gnosis

Cashmere, 284 F.3d at 312; see also Rexall

S.P.A, 901 F. Supp. 2d 436, 451 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (emphasizing that iithe very nature of what a

mmmfacturer is selling is material''). Likewise, a reasonable jtlry could find that representations

regarding a pharmaceutical product's price, approval, and availability would likely influence

purchasing decisions in the relevant market. See. e.c., Noz'th Am. M ed. Cop . v. Axiom

Worldwides Inc., 522 F,3d 1211, 1226 (1 1th Cir. 2008) (observing that a false claim of FDA

approval Gçlogically would influence a doctor's decision to purchase (a devicel over a competing

machine without (that) qualitgyq''); PhotoMedex. Inc. v. lrwin, 601 F.3d 919, 932 (9th Cir. 2010)

(noting that an intentional misrepresentation regarding a product's release date might persuade

purchasers not to buy a device that is already available).

appropriate on this element.

Accordingly, summary judgment is not

C. Consum er deception

The third element of a claim  for false advertising under the Lnnhnm Act requires a plaintiff

to demonstrate that the alleged false statement actually deceived or had the tendency to deceive a

substantial segment of the plaintiffs audience. Scott's Co., 315 F.3d at 272. çig-l-lhe evidence
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required of a false-advertising plaintiff is dependent upon whether the case involves advertising

that is literally false or advertising that is only impliedly false.'' ld. at 274. If the advertising at

issue is literally false, conmzmer deception is presumed and, thus, çlno evidence of consllmer

confusion is required.'' Id. If, on the other hand, the plaintiff s theory of recovery is based upon

a claim of implied falsehood, a plaintiff must demonstrate, by extrinsic evidence, that the

challenged advertisements tend to confuse consllmers. JZ at 273.

To the extent Method seeks summary judgment on the basis that Concordia is tmable to

establish the element of consllmer deception, M ethod's motion must be denied. For the reasons

set forth above, the court is of the opizlion that a reasonable jury could find that Method made

literally false statements regarding the M e-pB-l-lyos products. Because Concordia Ctmay benefit

from a presumption of consumer deception'' at trial, summary judgment is inappropdate.

Cashmere, 284 F.3d at 316.

D. Distribution in interstate com m erce

The fourth element of a claim for false advertising tmder the Lnnham Act requires a

plaintiff to demonstrate that M ethod placed the allegedly false statements in interstate commerce.

Scotts Co., 315 F.3d at 272. To the extent Method seeks summary judgment on the basis of this

element, the motion must be denied. The database listings for M ethod's M e-pB-l-lyos products

were placed on the internet at the defendants' behest. tç-fhe internet is considered an

Sinstrumentality of interstate commerce,' and as such, satisfes the fourth element'' of the test for

false advertising. Verisign. Inc. v. X YZ.com. LLC, No. 1;14-CV-01749, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

157471, at *12 (E.D. Va. Nov. 20, 2015) (quoting Avepoint Inc. v. Power Toolss Inc., 981 F.
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Supp. 2d 496, 512 (W .D. Va. 2013:.

on this ground.

E. Iniurv and Causation

Accordingly, Method is not entitled to sllmmaryjudgment

The final element of a claim for false advertising tmder the Lnnham Act requires the

plaintiff to demonstrate that it has been or is likely to be injured as a result of the allegedly false

advertising. Scotts Co., 315 F.3d at 272. In moving for summaz.y judgment based on this

element, M ethod argues that Concordia's profits f'rom the sale of Donnatal increased after the
I

listings for Me-pB-l-lyos appeared and, thus, that Concordia is unable to show that it has been or is

likely to be injured by any alleged misrepresentation made in conjtmction with the listings. In

response, Concordia argues that injury is presumed in cases involving representations that are

literally false, and that even without the benefit of such presumption, the record demonstrates that

M ethod's allegedly false statements are likely to cause, and have actually caused, dnmage to

Concordia.

The Fourth Circuit has yet to decide whether and under what circumstances a presllmption

Of hnrm should be applied in false advertising cases under the Lnnhnm Act. See j/.a at 273

(expressly declining to decide these issuesl; Pharmaneticss Inc. v. Aventis Phnrms.. Inc., 182 F.

App'x 267, 273 (4th Cir. 2006) (àssuming, without deciding, that a prestlmption of harm applied in

a false advertising case in which the defendant's statements were fotmd to be literally false, but

nonetheless affirming the grant of sllmmaryjudgment where there was no evidence as to the extent

of the plaintiY s dnmages). In the instant case, the court concludes that, even without the benefk

of a presumption, Concordia has produced sufticient evidence to create a genuine dispute

regarding the likelihood of injury.
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For purposes of establishing liability for a violation of the Lnnhnm Act's false advertising

provision, ttgtjhe statute demands only proof providing a reasonable basis for the belief that the

plaintiff is likely to be dnmaged as a result of the false advertising.'' Jolmson & Johnson v.

Carter-W allaces Inc., 63 1 F.2d 186, 190 (2d Cir. 1980); see also

advertising claim may be brought çlby any person who believesthat he is or is likely to be

15 U.S.C. j 1125(a) (false

damaged'' by the use of a false or misleading description of fact). Thus, for liability purposes, the

appropriate standard is whether it is likely that M ethod's advertising has caused or will cause a loss

of sales, not whether Concordia has come forward with specific evidence that M ethod's

advertising actually resulted in some defnite loss of sales. J#=.; see also Cashmere, 284 F.3d at

318 (EW precise showing of (acmal hnrm) is not required, and a diversion of sales, for example,

would suffice.'') (internal citation and quotation marks omitted).

To satisfy this element, Concordia has proffered evidence demonstrating that members of

the phnrmaceutical industry relied upon the infonnation contained in the listings for M e-PB-Hyos,

and treated M e-pB-l-lyos as a generic altemative to Dormatal. As a result, M e-pB-l-lyos was

linked to bonnatal as an available product in the dispensing software utilized by phnrmacies,

including the software utilized by ltite-Aid.

Concordia has also produced Symphony data indicating that by the week ending Jtme 13,

2014, pharmacists were already submitting, and tlzird-pal'ty pam rs were approving, claims for

M e-PB-Hyos. The Symphony data also reveals instances where instlrance coverage claims for

Donnatal were refused while claim s for M e-pB-Hyos were approved. Additionally, in at least

one case, Donnatal was acmally removed from an insurance company's formulary with

M e-pB-l-lyos listed as the preferred alternative.
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Concordia has also produced evidence demonstrating that doctors evenmally stopped

prescribing Donnatal based on the mistaken belief that it was tmavailable or colzld no longer be

dispensed by a pharmacy. For instance, Colleen Nakttm ura testified that she slow ly stopped

writing prescriptions for Donnatal after being told that Donnatal was no longer available for

dispensing. Nalglmtlra estimated that approximately twelve or fourteen prescriptions were ttlm ed

down in the first month after the availability issue arose. Concordia emphasizes that Nakumura's

testimony is consistent with weekly prescription data obtained from Symphony, which indicates

that prescriptions for Donnatal began to drop almost immediately after the listings for

M e-pB-Hyos products were added to the pharm aceutical databases.

In response, M ethod challenges the admissibility of the Symphony data on the basis that

Deborah Drake, the Symphony representative who provided a declaration in support of the

report's admiysion, testified at her deposition that she did not have personal knowledge of the

factual data contained in the report. As Concordia notes in reply, however, it is clear from

Drake's declaration and deposition testimony that she personally exnmined the Symphony report.

Thus, to the extent Method objectsto the admissibility of the report under Federal Rule of

Evidence 602, the court agrees with Concordia that Dralce's personal exnmination of 1he report is

sufficient to satisfy the rule's personal knowledge requirement. See. e.c,, Bryant v. Farmers Ins.

Exch., 432 F.3d 1 114, 1 123 (10th Cir. 2005) Cssince (the auditorj personally exnmined these audit

reports, she had personal knowledge of their content gfor purposes of Rule 60Q.'').

W ith respect to the links to M e-pB-Hyos in Rite-Aid's dispensing software, M ethod

emphasizes that the same employee who relayed this inform ation to Concordia advised that

çtgeneric encroachment on Dormatal . . . is not an issue with CVS, W almart Eorq Walgreens,'' and
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that dsDonnatal was pulled up with no generic product showing'' at each of those phnrmacy chains.

P1.'s SUM F Ex. 82. Additionally, the Concordia employee further relayed that if M e-pB-l-lyos

was ordered first by Rite-Aid pharmacists, the phnrmacists would GGget a response of ENOT

AVAILABLE' on their computer screen.'' J./-s

M ethod further argtzes that neither the Symphony data nor Naktlmura's testimony provides

a sufficient link between alleged conmlmer confusion and any alleged false or misleading

statement by M ethod. W ith respect to Nakumtlra's testimony, M ethod emphasizes that

Nalglmtlra indicated that she was told that Donnatal was no longer being made. M ethod notes

that Dormatal Extentabs had, in fact, been discontinued a few years earlier, and that this could

explain why Nakumma was advised by pharmacists that Dbnnatal was no longer available.

After considering the evidence presented by the parties, the court concludes that a genuine

dispute of material fact exists as to whether Concordia has been injtlred by Method's allegedly

false representations. The representations were made when M ethod endeavorid to list its

M e-pB-l-lyos products with the phnrmaceutical databases,and it is undisputed that weeldy

prescription counts for Donnatal decreased after the M e-PB-Hyos listings appeared. W hile

Method may ultimately convince a jury that the only cormection between the listings and the

decline in Dolmatal prescriptions was a temporal one, and that the decline resulted from othe:

factors, a reasonable jury could also find that Concordia was injured as a result of the

representations at issue. Accordingly, Method is not entitled to s'Immary judgment on tMs

grotmd.
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F. Extent of Concordia's dam azes

Method's final argument in support of its motion for summary judgment on the false

advertising claim is that Concordia is unable to prove the extent of its damages with a degree of

certainty that could support ajury verdict. In maldng this argument, Method relies on the reasons

set forth in support of its motion to exclude Concordia's damages expert, Ivan Hoffman.

As will be explained in a separate memorandllm opinion, portions of Hoffman's damages

report must be excluded, including Hoffman's conclusions regarding the total nmount of lost profit

damages incurred by Concordia. However, this does not signify that Concordia's claim for

dnmages necessarily fails. Concordia can still rely on sales and prescription data, anecdotal

evidence, and the factual testimony of Hoffman and other witnesses to support its claim for

dnmages. Accordingly, the court's decision to limit the opinions offered by Hoffman does not

necessarily prevent Concordia from proving its dnmages with reasonable certainty. Ultimately,

the court is convinced that the extent of any damages suffered by Concordia is a question of

disputed fact that is best left to the jury to decide.

For a11 of these reasons, neither side is entitled to sllmmaryjudgment on Concordia's claim

for false advertising under the Lnnham Act. Accordingly, the cross-motions for summary

judgment will be denied with respect to this claim.

II. Unfair Com petition Claim

In Cotmt 11 of the third nmended complaint, Concordia assertsa claim for Sçunfair

competition in violation of Section 43(a) of the Lnnhnm Act.'' 3d Am. Compl. ! 67. Concordia

alleges that GtDonnatal has become uniquely associated with and identifies Plaintifflq as the only

FDA-approved providerg)of PBA phnrmaceuticalsy'' and that Method's ççrepresentations that
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M e-pB-ldyos is pharmaceutically equivalent to Dormatal, and is an FDA-approved PBA

pharmaceutical, have deceived, misled and confused consumers and enabled Defendants to trade

ff of PlaintifflGs) reputation and goodwill.''s Id ! 66.O .

In moving for summaryjudgment on this claim, Method argues, as it did with respect to the

claim for false advertising, that it made no false statements regarding phnrmaceutical equivalence

or FDA approval. For the reasons set forth above, the court is convinced that a genuine dispute of

material fact exists with respect to this is'sue.

judgment on Count II.

Accordingly, M ethod is not entitled to sllmmary

111. Violation of the Virzinia Consum er Protection Act

In Count 111, Concordia alleges that M ethod violated the Virginia Consumer Protection Act

(CIVCPA'') by falsely representing that Me-pB-Hyos is phnrmaceutically equivalent to Donnatal

and approved by the FDA. Method lias moved for sllmmary judgment on this claim. Method

argues that Concordia is not eligible for relief tmder the VCPA, because this case does not involve

the type of consumer transaction contemplated by the stamte. For the following reasons, the court

aglfcs.

The VCPA prohibits 1Ga supplier in connection with a consllmer transaction'' from

misrepresenting <çthe source, sponsorship, approval or certification of goods or services,'' or çtthat

goods or services have certain quantities, characteristics,. ingredients, uses, or benetks.'' Va.

5 Based on the facts alleged in support of Count 1I, it appears that the claim is technically one for false
usociation in violation of j 43(a)(1)(A) of the Lnnham Act. As the Fourth Circuit recently explained, $çj 43(a)
sets forth unfair competition causes of action for false association and false advertising.'' Belmora LLC v.
Baver Consumer Care AG, F.3d , 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 5380, at # 1 1-12 (4th Cir. Mar. 23, 2016).
dtsubsection A (of j 43(a)(1)) , Sfwhich creates liability as to Saffiliation, connection, or mssociation' of goods,
describes the cause of action known as çfalse association.''' Id. çssubsection B, which creates liability for
Smisrepresentging) the nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin' of goods, defines the cause of
action for dfalse advertising.''' 1d.; see also Lexmark Int'ls lnc. v. Static Control Components. lnc., 134 S. Ct.
1377, 1384 (2014) (observing that j 43(a) of the Lanham Act 'screates two distinct bases of liability: false
association, and false advertising'') (internal citations omitted).
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Code j 59.1-200(A).'ln enacting the VCPA, the Virginia General Assembly intended that it Cibe

applied as remedial legislation to promote fair and ethical standards of dealings between suppliers

and the consuming public.'' Va. Code j 59.1-197.

Based on the expressed purpose of the stamte, courts have repeatedly held that the VCPA

Gçis designed to provide members of the consuming public, not commercial competitors, with a

statutory remedy'' and, thus, that competitors Eslack standing to prosecute a claim under the

VCPA.'' Dinmonds Direct USA. Inc. v. BFJ Holdincs. Inc., No. 3:12CV303-HEH, 2012 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 90222, at *9-10 (E.D. Va. June 28, 2012); see also H.D. Oliver Funeral Apts.. Inc. v.

Dianity Flmeral Servs.. Inc., 964 F. Supp. 1033, 1039 (E.D. Va. 1997) (emphasizing that the intent

of the VCPA is çsto promote fair and etllical standards between suppliers and the constlming

publicy'' and that Silaj competitor does not fit in that equation''); Microsoft Corp. v. //9 Software.

Inc., No. 4:05cv106, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36710, at *11 (E.D. Va. Dec. 15, 2005) (holding that

a competitor lacked standing to sue tmder the VCPA); Portfolio Recovery Assocs., Inc. v.

Portfolio Recoverv Gp.. LLC, No. 2:12cv649, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 150998, at *23 (E.D. Va.

Oct. 28, 2013) (holding that the plaintiff was not entitled to defaultjudgment on its claim tmder the

VCPA, since the plaintiff did not allege that it was a consumer of the defendant's services and

instead alleged that tàe defendant was a competitor engaging in unfair competition).

In the instant action, Concordia does not claim that it wasa potential consumer of

Instead, Concordia asserts that it was the victim of unfair

with the foregoing decisions, the court concludes that

M ethod's M e-pB-Hyos products.

competition by M ethod. Consistent

Concordia, as a commercial competitor, lacks standing to prosecute a VCPA claim in the instant

action. Accordingly, Method's motion for summary judgment will be granted as to Count 111.
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IV. Conspiracv Claim s

In Cotmt IV of the third nmended complaint, Concordia asserts a common 1aw conspiracy

claim against the defendants. In Count V, Concordia asserts a related claim tmder the Virginia

Business Conspiracy Act.

To prevail on the civil conspiracy claim, Concordia must show that çGtwo or more persons

combined to accomplish, by some concerted action, some criminal or unlawful purpose or some

unlawful purpose by crim inal or unlawftzl means.'' Com mercial Bus. Sys.. Inc. v. Bellsouth

Servs.. Inc., 453 S.E.2d 261, 267 (Va. 1995:. The fotmdation of a cikil conspiracy claim is Stthe

damage caused by the acts committed in pursuance of the formed conspiracy and not the mere

combination of two or more persons to accomplish an tmlawful ptttpose or use llnlawful means.''

Catercop. Inc. v. Caterinc Concepts. Inc., 431 S.E.2d 277, 281-82 (Va.1993) (internal citation

and quotation marks omitted).

Under the Virginia Business Conspiracy Act, injtlred parties can obtain treble dnmages

against Cçlaqny two or more persons who combine, associate, agree, mutually tmdertake or concert

together for the purpose of . . . . willfully and maliciously injuring another in his reputation, trade,

business or profession by any means whatever.'' Va. Code jj 18.2-499 & 18.2-500. ln order to

prevail on its statutory conspiracy claim, Concordia must prove the following elements by clear

and convincing evidence: (1) that the defendants agreed or conspired with another party or parties;

(2) that the conspirators acted with legal malice, that is, intentionally, puposefully, and without

lawful justification; and (3) that the intentional actions of the conspirators proximately caused

injury to Concordia. DAG Petroleum Suppliers. LLC v. BP PLC, 268 F. App'x 236, 243 (4th Cir.

2008) (citing Simmons v. Miller, 544 S.E.2d 666, 676-77 (Va. 2001:.
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ln moving for summary judgment on the conspiracy daims, the defendants argue that the

claims against M ethod and Tucker, M ethod's president, fotmder, and owner, are ban'ed by the

intracorporate immtmity doctrine. Under tllis doctrine,

acts of coporate agents are attributed to the coporation itseltl thereby negating the
multiplicity of actors necessary for the formation of a conspiracy. ln essence, this
m eans that a corporation cnnnot conspire with its employees, and its employees,
when acting in the scope of their employment, cannot conspire nmong themselves.

Baltimore-W ashinaton Tel. Co. v. Hot Leads Co.. LLC, 584 F. Supp. 2d 736, 744 (D. Md. 2008)9

see also Buffalo W incs Factory. Inc. v. Mohd, 622 F. Supp. 2d 325, 335 (E.D. Va. 2007). As

M ethod emphasizes, the immunity afforded underthis dodrine tçis not destroyed even if

Chaves v. Mdntyre, 424 F. Supp. 2d(coporatel agents are sued in their individual capacity.''

858, 861 (W .D. Va. 2006); see also Busclli v. Kirven, 775 F.2d 1240, 1251 (4th Cir. 1985)

(sGsimply joining coporate officers as defendants in their individual capacities is not enough to

make them persons separate from the corporation in legal contemplation.'').

In response to the defendants' motion, Concordia argues that its conspiracy claims are

based, not on a conspiracy between M ethod and Tucker, but on a conspiracy between M ethod and

W inder, the company that M ethod hoped would manufacture its M e-pB-l-lyos products. Based

on the evidence presented, however, the court concludes that this argument is without merit.

W hile Concordia makes much of the fact that W inder knew that M ethod wanted it to manufacture

a product that was phnrmaceutically equivalent to Donnatal, Concordia has failed to explain how

such knowledge on the part of W inder gives rise to an actionable conspiracy claim. lt is

undisputed that Method never paid Winder to marmfactlzre a product that was pharmaceutically

equivalent to Donnatal, and that no such product was ever marmfactured by W inder. M oreover,

the dnmages that Corcordia claims in the instant action are alleged to have resulted from the
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listings for M e-pB-l-lyos in the pharmaceutical databases, tather than any action taken by W inder.

Because the record is devoid of any evidence from wllich a reasonablejmy cotlld find that Winder

had knowledge of M ethod's efforts to list the M e-pB-l-lyos products, much less that W inder

played a role in those efforts, the court concludes that any injury that Concordia may have suffered

as a result of the listings is not actionable under the Virginia Business Conspiracy Act or the

common law Of conspriacy. Accordingly, Method's motion for summary judgment will be

granted with respect to Cotmts IV and V.

V. Uniust Enrichment

In Count V1 of the third amended complaint, Concordia asserts a claim for tmjust

enrichment. Unjust emichment is an equitable theory of recovery Gdbased upon an implied

contract to pay the reasonable value of services rendered.'' M oncold v. W oods, 677 S.E.2d 288,

292 (Va. 2009). To recover tmder a theory of unjust emichment, a plaintiff must prove: (1) that it

tsconferred a benetit on'' the defendant; (2) that the defendant Ctknew of the benefh and should

reasonably have expected to repay'' the plaintiff for it; and (3) that the defendant çtaccepted or

retained the benefit without paying for its value.'' Schmidt v. Household Fin. Corp.s 11, 661

s.E.2d 834, 838 (ka. 2008).The nmotmt of recovery for unjust emichment is limited to the value

of the benefit gained by the defendant, regardless of the extent of the plaintiff s loss. See M etric

Constructors. Inc. v. Bnnk of Tokyo-Mitsubishi. Ltd., 72 F. App'x 916, 923 (4th Cir. 2003); Ouick

Serve Concepts. LLC v. Cedar Fair. LP, 83 Va. Cir. 59, 67 (Va. Cir. Ct. 201 1).

Applying these principley, the court concludesthat M ethod is entitled to slzmmary

judgment on the claim for unjust emichment. Wllile Concordia argues that Method benefitted

f'rom being able to use the Dozmatal product labels to create the labels for M e-PB-Hyos, there is no
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evidence that M ethod accnzed any value from this pup orted benefit. The tmdisputed evidence

establishes that M ethod never manufactured or sold the M e-pB-Hyos products after they were

listed, and, thus, that it made no profit f'rom utilizing the Donnatal labels. Accordingly, the court

is convinced that Method is entitled to sllmmaryjudgment on Cotmt VI. Sees e.R., Schwasinzer v.

Price, 789 F. Supp. 347, 351 (D. Kan. 1992) (awarding summaryjudgment to the defendant on the

plaintiffs claim for tmjvst enzichment where the defendants received no profits from the plâintiffs

work and, thus, were not emiched by the plaintiffs efforts); Brenda Darlene. Inc. v. Bon Secour

Fishedes. Inc., 101 So. 3d 1242, 1255 (A1a. Civ. App. 2012) (aftinning the entry of mlmmary

judgment on the plaintiffs' tmjust enrichment claim, where the plaintiffs presented no evidence

regarding the value of the benefit received and retained by the defendants).

VI. Tortious interference

In the seventh and final count of the third nmended complaint, Concordia asserts a claim

for tortious interference with contract or business expectancy. To prevail on such claim,

Concordia must prove: (1) the existence of a valid contractual relationship or business expectancy;

(2) knowledge of that relationship Or expectancy on the part of the interferor; (3) intentional

inference inducing or causing a breach or termination of the relationship or expectancy; and (4)

resulting damage to the party whose relationship or expectancy has been disrupted. Chaves v.

Johnson, 335 S.E.2d 97, 102 (Va. 1985); see also Commerce Ftmding Corp. v. Worldwide Sec.

Servs. Com., 249 F.3d 204, 210 (4th Cir. 2001).

ln moving for summary judgment on the claim for tortious interference, Method argues

that there is no evidence of any specific contract or business expectancy with which M ethod

allegedly interfered, much less any evidence that M ethod had knowledge of such specific contract
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or expectancy. Absent such evidence, Method contends that it is entitled to sllmmary judgment.

For the following reasons, the court agrees.

ççrf'he pup ose of laws against tortious inference is not to protect consumers or the operation

of the marketplace generally.'' M asco Contractor Servs. East. Inc. v. Beals, 279 F. Supp. 2d 699,

709 (E.D. Va. 2003). Instead, ûçthese causes of action provide a legal remedy where a particular

party's specific. existing contract or business expectancy or opportunity has been interfered with

in a tortious mnnner.'' Id. (emphasis in original). Accordingly, the first element of a claim for

tortious interference requires the plaintiff to establish the existence of a specitk contracmal

relationship or business expectancy. Id.; see also 2-40 Virginia Model Jury Instructions - Civil

lnstruction No. 40.250 (requiring the plaintiff to prove Eçthat there was a contract expectancy

gprospective business relationship, or economic advantage; contractj between the plaintiff and

(nnme of third party)''). Failure to prove a specisc, existing contracmal relationship or business

expectancy is fatal to a tortious interference claim. See M asco, 279 F. Supp. 2d at 709; see also

Gov't Employees Ins. Co. v. Google. Inc., 330 F. Supp. 2d 700, 705-06 (E.D. Va. 2004) (içBecause

GEICO'S allegations are too broad and conclusory to plead a specifk, existing contract or

expectancy with a specific party, plaintiff's claim for tortious interference with prospective

economic advrtage will be dismissed.''l; Eurotech. Inc. v. Cosmos Etlropean Travels

Aktiengesellschaft, 189 F. Supp. 2d 385, 391 (E.D. Va. 2002) (CçBecause plaintiffs do not identify

the specific business relationships with wllich defendant has interfered, plaintiffs' tortious

interference claim fails.'').

In the instant case, Concordia has not cited to any specific contractual relationship or

business expectancy with which M ethod knowingly interfered. lnstead, relying on an affidavit
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from Jean-paul Làtlrin, the company's vice president of business development, Concordia argues

that it has business and contracmal relationships with llnidentified çEwholesalers and repackagers,''

and that it tçexpects to maintain continuing protks from these wholesalers and repackagers.'' P1.'s

SUM F Ex. 80. The court agrees with M ethod that such evidence is insuftkient to establish the

type of specific, existing contractual relationsllip or business expectancy required to sustain a

claim for tortious inference. Sees e.c., Advanfbrt Co. v. Int'l ReRistries. lnc., No. 1:15-CV-220,

2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62125, at * 12 (E.D. Va. May 12, 2015) (holding that the plaintiffs'

allegations were insufficient to state a claim for tortious interference where the plaintiffs Cçfailed to

identify any specific contract or business expectancy'' with which the defendants allegedly

interfered and tlinstead only allegegdj that they thad contractual relationships with various

customers''') (emphasis in original). Accordingly, the court concludes that Method is entitled to

summary judgment on Count V11.

Conclusion
/

For the reasons stated, Concordia's motion for summary judgment will be denied and

Method's motion for summary judgment will be granted in part and denied in part. t-he Clerk is

directed to send copies of this memorandlzm opinion and the accompanying order to a11 counsel of

record.

ellday orMazch
, 2016.DATED: This :

Chief United States District Judge
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